Over long time scales, protein evolution is characterized by modular rearrangements of protein domains. Such rearrangements are mainly caused by gene duplication, fusion and terminal losses. To better understand domain emergence mechanisms we investigated 32 insect genomes covering a speciation gradient ranging from~2 to~390 mya. We use established domain models and foldable domains delineated by hydrophobic cluster analysis (HCA), which does not require homologous sequences, to also identify domains which have likely arisen de novo, that is, from previously noncoding DNA. Our results indicate that most novel domains emerge terminally as they originate from ORF extensions while fewer arise in middle arrangements, resulting from exonization of intronic or intergenic regions. Many novel domains rapidly migrate between terminal or middle positions and single-and multidomain arrangements. Young domains, such as most HCA-defined domains, are under strong selection pressure as they show signals of purifying selection. De novo domains, linked to ancient domains or defined by HCA, have higher degrees of intrinsic disorder and disorderto-order transition upon binding than ancient domains. However, the corresponding DNA sequences of the novel domains of de novo origins could only rarely be found in sister genomes. We conclude that novel domains are often recruited by other proteins and undergo important structural modifications shortly after their emergence, but evolve too fast to be characterized by cross-species comparisons alone.
Introduction
Proteins are often made of building blocks, so-called protein domains, which are reused and rearranged to create new proteins. These building blocks probably originated from small polypeptide fragments based on amino acid repeats [1] [2] [3] to later become 'true' protein domains, that is, evolutionary, structurally and functionally conserved units [4] . The current protein universe consists of a great extent of combinations of the existing building blocks [5, 6] . Most proteins can be defined by a list of domains corresponding to a domain architecture or domain arrangement, linked by unstructured amino acid sequences [7] . Changes in the repertoire of domain arrangements can be used to quantify divergence between organisms [8, 9] and are often linked to novel traits and adaptation [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
The principal mechanisms involved in the emergence of novel domain arrangements are: loss or addition of a domain to an existing domain arrangement Abbreviations HCA, hydrophobic cluster analysis; HMM, hidden Markov model; MDA, multidomain arrangement; MSA, multiple sequence alignment; SDA, single-domain arrangement; x, ratio between the rate of substitutions at silent sites and the rate of substitutions at nonsilent sites.
(particularly at the protein C-termini [19, 20] ), the fission of one arrangement into two separate arrangements, the fusion of two arrangements [7, 11, 13, 14, [21] [22] [23] and the exonization of an intronic region [24, 25] .
One evolutionary mechanism that can explain the addition of a domain to an existing arrangement is by extension of the coding sequence, leading to a terminal domain in a multidomain arrangement (MDA). Alternatively, the de novo emergence of a gene from previously noncoding DNA may also lead to a singledomain protein, that is, a single-domain arrangement (SDA). Noncoding DNA sequences that are terminally incorporated are more likely repetitive than DNA sequences incorporated in the middle of an ORF and as such will probably result in a repetitive amino acid sequence [26] , which has been postulated to rapidly evolve into novel domains under selective pressure [27] . The repetitive amino acid sequence in this 'grow slow and moult' model leads, at least shortly after its creation, also to a higher degree of structurally disordered regions, that is, regions that do not fold natively into well-defined and stable 3D structures [28] . Many functional proteins have large disordered regions which might not fold into a compact globular core or only attain a structure upon binding of other cellular components [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
The role of disorder during the emergence of novel domains has so far not been widely discussed (for some recent work see [27, 33] ). It has also only occasionally been investigated in parallel studies which concentrated on the dynamics of the de novo emergence of whole genes [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Some studies on de novo genes viewed their emergence from a purely genetic perspective [37, [40] [41] [42] [43] but the biophysical properties of the encoded proteins have so far received little attention. Considering the degree of uncertainty which arises given that homologues of fast evolving genes may only be detectable in recently diverged sister species and thus be mistaken as de novo [44] [45] [46] , studies using domain emergence instead can help to partially resolve such discrepancies: first, the immediate neighbourhood of the protein to which a novel domain has been added facilitates a reliable synteny search; second, the higher accuracy of hidden Markov model (HMM) profiles, compared to BLAST, reduces false positives and false negatives; and third, the application of de novo domain detection methods [33] which makes searches more independent from homology signals.
While the first and second conditions are not exclusive to domain studies, the latter condition, especially, helps to overcome the homology problem, that is, that existing databases with well curated HMMs such as Pfam [47] require multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) and therefore, typically, the presence of domain instances of a domain type in several species. We can solve this issue using the SEG-HCA tool which does not rely on prior knowledge of homology, but delineates potential folding segments based on their hydrophobic cluster composition [48] , derived from the hydrophobic cluster analysis (HCA) of the sequence. Using SEG-HCA on MSAs, one can thus further on construct HMM profiles for the potential domains and scan proteomes for traces of these domain models. Accordingly, HCA is able to detect novel domains which are not yet covered by domain databases [33, 48, 49] and may be evolutionary much younger and have escaped any characterization so far.
Consequently, in this study, we analyse two sets of novel, insect-specific domains: the first one defined by Pfam [47] , the second defined by HCA. Since the foldable segments detected by the HCA methodology are selected to be taxonomically restricted to the Insecta phylum -sometimes only detected in a single speciesand lack functional annotation, they are referred as orphHCA domains in the manuscript (see Fig. 1 ). To understand to what extent novel domains -either Pfam or predicted by HCA -differ from evolutionary older domains (referred to as ancient domain), we compare the fractions of disordered residues in domains between these two groups and the fractions of residues which are predicted to undergo folding upon binding. We also align each novel domain to its underlying gene structure to infer the possible mechanisms by which they have emerged. Next, we ask to what extent novel domains are under selection, compared again against ancient domains and against de novo genes which have been predicted to be under purifying selection against loss in some [50] , but not in all [35, 40, 51] studies. Finally, we search, at the DNA level, in sister genomes for possible parental DNA sequences from which a novel domain originated in order to reconstruct the true molecular path of evolution and confirm the evolutionary mechanism of domain emergence as inferred by the structural properties and genetic position of a domain.
sharing an ancestor with those from which genes or domains have emerged de novo. We applied two complementary methods for domain identification: first, we used the Pfam database which provides well defined and curated protein domain families [47] . However, by definition, Pfam tends to describe domains which have already been present long enough to provide a sufficient number of instances across species to allow the construction of HMMs [52] .
Accordingly, we also applied a second domain definition method which is based on the HCA methodology and works without using prior sequence similarity information [48] . For the annotation, all proteomes were clustered into protein families with PROTEINORTHO [53] . The MSA of each protein family were then segmented with SEG-HCA, identifying protein segments which correspond to potential domains [33, 48, 49] . HMMs were built for all annotated protein segments that (a) are longer than 30 amino acids, (b) have at least two instances in a protein family and (c) do not overlap with Pfam domains. Similar HMMs were joined into a single-domain model based on HHSEARCH similarity score. A detailed schema of the pipeline is provided in Fig. 1 .
The age of each domain was inferred to classify domains as novel if specific to insects or as ancient if the domain was found in the insect species and the outgroups. Novel domains were further divided into 'recent' (> 225 mya) and 'new' (< 225 mya) domains. The age classification was performed using Dollo parsimony [54] and after projecting all domains on the leaves of a species tree (Fig. 2) [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . Using Dollo parsimony allows a domain to be gained only once, but allows for multiple losses of a domain, a bias which is most likely an accurate representation of the true evolutionary pattern of domain gain and loss [60] , as convergent evolution is very rare and mostly limited to small structures like hairpins [61] or repeats found in coiled coils [62] . The PHMMER [52] and HHBLITS [63] tools were used with HMMs of the putative novel domains against NCBI's nonredundant database [64] to search for potential matches outside the initial species. To ensure insect specificity of domains for further analyses, all domains with hits to genomes other than insects were discarded from the set of novel domains. The domain family definition used by Pfam, the homology-free detection of novel domain used by HCA and the remote homology search performed by HHBLITS alleviates previous issues regarding de novo gene identification raised by Moyers and Zhang [44, 45] .
The proportion of novel domains varies strongly, depending on how the domains were defined. The difference in numbers observed between classes results mainly from the annotation process since orphHCA and Pfam domains are by definition mutually exclusive. Figure 2 shows the general insect proteomes coverage by all Pfam domains and all segments delineated by SEG-HCA, without looking for novel domains. Thirty-nine percent to 61% of residues in all Table S2 ). Only 1-3% of protein sequences in each species are not covered by either a Pfam domain or a hydrophobic cluster.
In total, 50 Pfam domain families were found as novel, of which 32 were 'new' and 18 were 'recent'. Additionally, 177 novel domains were identified with SEG-HCA, later referred to as orphHCA domains to point out their absence of similarity with other domains. These 177 domains split into 171 'new' and only 6 'recent' novel domains. Numbers of domain instances and whether they occur only in single-domain arrangements (SDA), only in MDAs or in both are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3 . Instances of domains which can occur in both, MDA and SDA, were separated in two classes: occurrences of these domains in an SDA were grouped in the bSDA class; instances in an MDA were grouped in the bMDA (with 'b' denoting this instance can occur in 'both' arrangement types, SDA and MDA), see Fig. 4 [65] ).
Additionally, the class with the largest number of domains is formed by 'recent' Pfam domains that occur both, as single domain and in MDAs (i.e. bSDA + bMDA). The 'recent' bSDA class contains the highest number of domain instances, with more than half of the total number of domain instances of Pfam. This indicates that, over time, domains multiply and some of the new instances change their arrangements, that is, they either fuse with or lose other domains from the arrangement they initially occurred in. As we did not find any presence of domain repeats or occurrence in different arrangements, the high number of instance must be the result of high copy numbers within genomes which are known to be created frequently by segmental duplications [66] . Most instances (49%) of these bSDA domains correspond to just one domain with unknown function ('PF06477').
Only few of the insect-specific domains are functionally annotated and are, for example, related to immune system ('PF00272': 'Anti Microbial Peptide', 'PF03769': Attacin_C, 'PF08194': DIM) or development ('PF05482': Serendipity_A). Nine out of the 50 novel Pfam domains are annotated with a function and a known structure in the Protein Data Bank PDB [67] (Table S3) . Three of the known domains originated at the insect tree root. Their functions are diverse and comprise a fungal protease inhibitor ('PF12190' [68] ), a transcription factor for sex specific genes ('PF08828' [69] ) or a GPCR peptide inhibitor ('PF06652' [70] ). A fourth known domain originated at the root of the Holometabola ('PF06757') and is functionally characterized as a detoxifying enzyme and acts as allergen, causing asthma in humans [71] . Some genes containing 'PF06757' have previously been shown to have undergone multiple whole-gene and partial duplications [72] which explains the domain's occurrence in different arrangements. Another two of the nine annotated domains originate within Drosophilidae. One is the sex peptide ('PF08138') and the other one a P53-binding peptide ('PF11619'). One domain is specific to Anopheles genus ('PF10731': 'Anophelin') and has probably emerged on a novel gene and uses a unique mechanism for thrombin inhibition, making it important for blood feeding in those mosquitoes [73] . One other domain is specific for Apis mellifera ('PF00807') and one for moths ('PF06451'). Interestingly, all nine domains that are relatively young lack, at least partially, a defined structure in the PDB, consistent with the properties of de novo originated genes.
Structural properties
We next compared the structural properties between the different groups of domains and with ancient domains. We first used IUPRED [74] to compute the fraction of disordered residues and ANCHOR to identify disordered domains with potential for a disorder-toorder transition upon binding. For every domain both fraction distributions were compared between Pfam and orphHCA domains, age classes and arrangement classes (Figs 5 and 6).
It can be observed that novel orphHCA domains show an overall higher fraction of disorder than novel Pfam domains, which is in agreement with a recent study showing that unannotated protein domains have a high disorder content [75] . 'New' domains that can be found in Pfam MDA (i.e. the MDA, bMDA and bSDA class) have a higher fraction of disordered residues than 'recent' domains (P-value < 0.001 Wilcoxon-MannWhitney test, WMW) which is also supported by the absence of differences between the same groups of ancient domains. The fraction of disorder of new Pfam bMDA and SDA classes does not differ much, which is in contrast to a previous study based on novel insect domains using a more limited data set [23] . We observe different distributions for domains that occur only in Pfam SDA, for which the 'recent' group has a higher fraction of disorder than the 'new' group (P-value < 0.001, WMW). Finally, the disorder contents of novel domains show different distributions than those of ancient domains (P-value < 0.001, WMW test) with higher disorder content for 'new' and 'recent' MDA, 'recent' SDA and 'new' bSDA classes, in agreement with a previous study [76] .
The disorder content distribution of 'recent' SDA orphHCA appears to be significantly different from the other 'new' orphHCA distribution (P-value < 0.01 against 'new' bMDA, P-value < 0.05 against 'new' SDA, Fig. 5 . Fraction of residues predicted as disordered in novel and ancient domains per arrangement class. The mean fraction of disordered residues in a domain as predicted by IUPRED for each age and arrangement domain class is marked by a white circle on each boxplot. Top plots correspond to insect Pfam and orphHCA novel domains, and bottom plots to ancient domains. bSDA and MDA, WMW tests). Contrary to Pfam domains, the disorder content of 'new' orphHCA does not vary significantly between domain arrangement classes (except between SDA and MDA and between bMDA and SDA 'new' classes, P-value < 0.05). However, as most orphHCA domains correspond to 'new' domains, this could also suggest that very young domains are more disordered, providing a complementary view to the disorder of 'new' Pfam domains which might correspond to more conserved protein domain families.
Similar to the fraction of predicted disordered residues by IUPRED, 'new' Pfam domains in MDA and in bSDA/bMDA also display a higher fraction of residues inside regions predicted with disorder-to-order transition using ANCHOR (Fig. 6 ) than corresponding classes from ancient data sets (P-value < 0.001, WMW). This trend is also visible for 'recent' Pfam domains in MDA but not for other 'new' Pfam domains or 'recent' Pfam domains in SDA. A functional hypothesis would be that the higher fraction of residues predicted as undergoing disorder-to-order transition in MDA is linked to the acquisition of binding interfaces in structured multidomain proteins [28] , in line with the 'grow slow and moult' model [27] . Binding is often mediated by flexible and/or disordered elements of proteins and, if added to an existing protein, such a domain would have a high likelihood to find new binding partners for the existing protein without destabilizing it because it is structurally well established. Such a scenario cannot account for a novel domain which occurs as an SDA because no stabilizing scaffold exists and the novel domain itself must be more stable and ordered. Such a domain should also have a lower binding propensity to avoid immediate degradation or becoming eliminated because it would bind too many other molecules and might clutter the cell. The orphHCA novel domains also display a significantly higher fraction of residues with a potential folding-upon-binding transition than corresponding ancient protein domains. The fraction of residues in such regions are about equal for orphHCA domains in arrangement types, indicating that all such domains have a high predicted possible binding activity.
Differences in distribution and higher fraction of disorder or folding-upon-binding activities are also supported by analysis of distributions of the mean value per domain family for classes with enough members ('new'/'recent' of bSDA and bMDA Pfam domains, P-value < 0.05 WMW) (see Figs 7 and 8) .
Positions of novel domains on exons and within proteins
In this section, we analysed novel domain positions on exons to try to find their origin. Different possible scenarios of domain emergence associated with exon position information were considered. For instance, if domains correspond to 3 0 or 5 0 extensions of a gene or [20, 27, 77, 78] , the insertion of distant DNA fragments between existing exons via translocation events such as retroposition [19] or the exonization in an intron [25, 77] .
The following classes of positions were defined, for each domain on exons (see Fig. 9 ): position. These observations could be explained by the fraction of domains that emerged de novo. Given that de novo genes are more likely shorter and have fewer exons than ancient genes [37] , a novel domain that appeared in its first instance in a de novo gene is more likely to be located 5 0 ↔ 3 0 . Such a de novo gene can eventually be extended, for example, by additional C-terminal exons, and consequently the domain becomes N-terminal.
The background analysis of ancient domains which do not show the age dependency and the overall pattern of novel domains further corroborates the previous findings. Overall, the major source of novel
. This modification might be by insertion events of distant, nongenic or genic, DNA, by altered splicing or by slow mutational changes of the ancient genetic sequence to the novel domain [25] . 'Recent' orphHCA domains, which are only found in the SDA group, are more often located at the 5 0 and 3 0 -terminus, but the small sample size and a broad confidence interval precludes a clear-cut interpretation. Domain instances in both groups, Pfam and orphHCA, that appear 5 0 ↔ 3 0 are strongly enriched in SDA proteins (chi-square P < 2.2 9 10 À16 and P < 4.7 9 10
À6
, respectively), which further supports a de novo origin of 5 0 ↔ 3 0 domains.
Selection acting on novel domains and their hosting proteins
As novel domains might correspond to new genetic material, it is interesting to look at how selection acts on them or on their hosting proteins. Such pressure may have turned an initially nonfolding region of amino acids with many loose binding partners and high disorder into a better folding or more specifically binding sequence. We computed the ratio between the rate of substitutions at silent sites (dS) and the rate of substitutions at nonsilent sites (dN; dN/dS or x values) to test for positive selection (x > 1), purifying selection (x < 1) or neutral evolution (x % 1). The x values were calculated for each protein family clustered by PROTEINORTHO that contains at least one protein with a novel domain. All sites in the MSA were categorized whether they occur in the novel domain, an ancient Pfam domain associated with the novel domain or a protein segment outside the annotated domain ( Fig. 11 ) and whether the novel domain is 'recent' or 'new' (Fig. 12 and Table 2 ).
Mean of pairwise dN/dS between sequences of a group were also computed and the distributions of ratios compared between groups (Fig. 13) . In general, only few sites are under positive selection, both inside and outside of novel domains. However, a clear difference of sites under neutral evolution and purifying selection can be observed. Novel domains tend to have more sites under neutral drift than ancient domains, but fewer sites under purifying selection ( Table 2 ). The fractions of sites in novel domains that are under positive or purifying selection or neutral drift are always in the range between ancient domains and sequences outside of domains (Fig. 11) . A comparison of the fraction of sites under selection between novel, ancient and nondomain sequences can indicate the underlying genetic mechanism. A domain emerges from a nondomain protein sequence outside with the selection pressure of a sequence in the remainder of the protein, such as a lower purifying selection, higher positive selection and higher amount of neutral evolution. The novel domain might become more stable and then multiply in the genome by domain fusion or duplication processes [22, 76] to finally assume properties of ancient domains. The process of turning nondomain-like properties into more domain-like properties, such as a changing of intrinsic disorder and evolutionary pressure acting on sequences, parallels and extends the model of de novo emerging genes. There too, it has been shown that properties change and extends to make sequences accessible to an organisms repertoire of genes [35] .
Genomic origin of novel domains
We next tested if we could find support for signs of novel domains having emerged by divergence from ancient protein coding sequences. Such a negative result would discredit novel domains as being de novo. If a novel domain is the result of such a series of point mutations, the sequence divergence and the divergence time should be correlated. We used Spearman Rank Correlation to test for the correlation of domain age, that is, the time that has elapsed since the split between a lineage containing this domain and other lineages without this domain, and sequence similarity of this novel domain to proteins in the sister species, inferred using HHBLITS (see Methods). Correlation between elapsed time since divergence and some sequence similarity may account for fast diverging protein domains, contrary to the absence of correlation supporting a de novo origination hypothesis. After correcting for multiple testing [79] , we found no signs of a correlation (all P-values ≫ 0.05). Accordingly, it is highly unlikely that such novel domains have arisen via divergence from ancestral protein sequences. The lack of correlation further supports a domain emergence from previously noncoding sequence. Still, fast diverging sequences that are not traceable cannot be excluded as a cause of origin [44] .
Next, we searched all novel domains with BLASTN against the genomes of all species in our set to ensure domains are lineage specific and to get hints to potential parental sequences where a novel domain originated. Such hits at the DNA level would indicate that a domain is present in a species at the genomic level, even if it is not at the protein level. Results show that novel domains are restricted to their specific clade or direct sister species (Figs 14 and S1 ). Hits found outside the original clade are, however, less supported than hits in the initial clade. This support can be visualized by the circle size and the inner colour of the circle. The circle size represents the maximal ratio between the number of novel domain query sequences (from the initial clade) matching a specific position and the total number of novel domain query sequences. The circle size is smaller for hits found outside the original clades of novel Pfam domains than for the hits of novel orphHCA domains found outside their respective initial clades. The inner colour of the circle represents the mean coverage of the query and the hit. Partial hits are coloured in yellow, black colour indicates a near perfect coverage of all the novel domain query sequences to a position. The domain 'orphgroup_106', for example, is initially found only in three ant species, but traces at the DNA level are found in all Hymenopteran genomes. The lower clade specificity of orphHCA domains might be a result of the domain definition methodology which relies on a priori protein family definitions by orthology computation and might not catch similar sequences outside the initial protein families defined by protein clustering.
In the next step we searched for traces of novel domains in the DNA of sister species using a sensitive BLASTN search. We restrict this search to domains that have presumably emerged within a subclade of Drosophilidae and have sister species without annotated domain in some other Drosophilidae. Only two domains are found in noncoding sequences of sister species that meet our stringent criteria and filtering steps (see Methods). 'Orphgroup_149' is found in an intronic sequence of Drosophila persimilis and in an intergenic sequence in Drosophila pseudoobscura (Fig. 15) . The three species with annotated 'Orphgroup_149' show a small deletion of 17 amino acids in the aligned genes which might be related to the domain emergence. 'Orphgroup_137' shows sequence similarity to an intron of 'D. persimilis', but has no obvious changes that distinguish genes with and without annotated domains in the sequence alignment, so it is not possible to track down the domain emergence mechanism.
We next constructed nucleotide HMMs of the exonic DNA that encodes a novel domain, because HMMs are more sensitive than a sequence alignment and might be able to find traces of a domain in the genome more efficiently than a BLAST search. We therefore attempted to construct the HMMs from domain positions in whole-genome alignments of sister species. As it was not possible to build the multiple whole genome alignment of all species, probably due to the highly divergent genomes of insects, we built local genome alignments of only the exonic part of novel domains. The pairwise alignment of exonic DNA sequence that codes for a domain was then transformed to HMMs. Surprisingly, the search with genetic HMMs was not able to find traces of a domain, that is, possible homologous sequences, in target species. Given the good quality of most genomes, the recent divergence times between species and our ability to search syntenic regions in depth, it is most likely that the failure to find homologous nucleotide regions in sister genomes is a consequence of their fast divergence. Noncoding DNA regions are Fig. 15 . BLASTN search of a domain. The top part shows the MSA of the domain query 'orphgroups_149' with hits in species with annotated domains (red), hits found in the predicted proteome (green) and hits found in the DNA (blue). The upper MSA is shown with~1.000 bp around the hit. The bottom part shows predicted gene models from Flybase in proximity to the domain.
notoriously fast evolving as they are under no or only weak selection pressure and may, therefore, have diverged beyond recognition even in genomes of very closely related sister species.
We finally tested if the emergence of some novel domains could have been caused by retroposition or, more general, duplication events mediated by transposable elements (TE) [22, 80] . Retroposition or the involvement of TEs in the domain emergence mechanism might leave fragments of the TEs near the genomic location of the novel domain. We queried the Dfam database [81] with the genetic region of each domain instance as input to find such fragments.
The number of genes with TE fragments was computed for each category of Pfam and orphHCA, age classes and domain arrangement classes. Most of the genes with novel domains (96% in total) do not have any fragments of TEs annotated (Table 3 ). The fraction of genes with TEs ranges from 0% to 13%, without any group-wise trend. The result indicates that the emergence of novel domains does not rely on TE.
Conclusions
The results presented here contribute to two fields, the one of modular protein evolution and the one of emergence of novel protein-coding genes. For the latter debate there are two major issues outstanding: first, the question if phylostratigraphy in combination with simple sequence search tools, such as BLAST, is sufficient to reliably tell fast evolving from true de novo genes [44] [45] [46] 82] . Since we use -next to Pfam -SEG-HCA, which does not require prior homology detection for domain identification, highly sensitive and selective HMMs and convey of synteny information to narrowing down the genomic origins of novel domains, this 'street light effect' is negligible in our study. The other widely discussed and as of yet unresolved issue concerns the expected evolutionary 'maturation' of novel domains (and genes) which are assumed to be initially disordered and unlikely to have a specific function which goes beyond nonselective binding or generic enzymatic functions as they have been observed in random peptides [83, 84] . There, our results lend strong support to a frequent 'grow slow and moult' mechanism [27] by which many de novo terminal domains arise. Younger domains, in particular, have a higher degree of disorder and less purifying selection while the ancient domains are under purifying selection. This is a strong indication that a protein -to which a novel domain is added -comes under pressure to maintain its structure while novel domains undergo drift for a long time.
Furthermore, we find that recent domains appear in more different positions of an arrangement than new domains, that is, they spread and occur in MDAs if emerged in SDAs and vice-versa. Such a link between domain emergence and subsequent rearrangements has not been previously demonstrated.
Next, we could identify the emergence of domains as a whole new gene as a major mode of emergence, followed by the creation of new exons in the middle of a gene while the role of TEs seems to be negligible. However, the latter finding may well be specific for holometabolous insects which contain relatively few repeat elements as opposed, for example, to hemimetabolous insects or Mammalia.
Finally, our results presented here have been obtained using an unprecedented depth and breadth of high-quality genomes since holometabolous insects evolve at a fairly constant rate, genomes are of comparable size, have relatively few repeats and a deep evolutionary gradient comprising speciation times between one and several hundred mya.
Two points will deserve future attention: first, the lack of finding segments in outgroups. While the fast divergence at the DNA level is a likely explanation, it is still surprising that after a speciation time of just 2 mya (between D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis), all traces are lost although, for example, microsatellites which are widely seen as the most volatile elements in a genome can be retained for much longer [85] . Further research will require a detailed population genomic analysis, for example, by high-quality genome and deep transcriptome sequencing from populations within a species. Population genomic analysis should help to track changes such as emergence of a new ORF or an ORF extension between genomes of the same species and therefore at a much shorter divergence time. Such data should become available in the near future, for example, from the DrosEU consortium (http://droseu.net). The second issue concerns the still puzzling stagnation of (predicted) disorder with increasing age, in particular for added domains. While the above presented model is well in compliance with basic biophysical principles of proteins, it is still unclear why de novo proteins or domains are not a hazard to the cell and are rapidly purged, but seem to have plenty of time 'granted' by evolution to assume some potentially beneficial traits. Here too, future experiments are required, primarily the cloning and expression of proteins and their structural analysis using CD and NMR. Such tests are on the way and will in the future help to clarify if de novo emerged proteins or domains fold to same structures as existing proteins (convergent evolution), to novel hitherto unknown structures or if disorder is no hindrance at all to rapidly assume some more specific functions.
Methods

Data set
All analyses are based on a set of 32 insect species and an outgroup, representing a wide snapshot of the insect tree. The species set includes 28 Holometabola (6 Hymenoptera, 1 Coleoptera, 2 Lepidoptera, 19 Diptera,), 4 Hemimetabola (two Blattodea, one Phthiraptera, one Homoptera) and Dapnia pulex as outgroup. Genome and proteome annotations are retrieved including the genome, predicted proteome (amino acid and DNA sequences) and genome annotations in GFF format. The full list of species and genome versions can be found in Table S1 . The analysis is restricted to the longest isoform, if several are present [86, 87] .
Domain annotation
Pfam
All proteomes are annotated with the Pfam database (version 27) [47] 
OrphHCA
The second domain delineation is done using the SEG-HCA methodology, described in Bitard-Feildel et al. [33] , to find unannotated domains by HCA. Briefly, groups of orthologous proteins of all species are clustered with PROTEINORTHO. Sequences from each group are aligned into an MSA using MAFFT [89] . Potential foldable domains, which possess a high content in hydrophobic cluster, featuring secondary structure elements (HCA segments), are delineated using SEG-HCA [48] and 
Age assignment
Pfam and orphHCA domains are grouped by age depending on their time of emergence. A Dollo parsimony is applied to map the branch of emergence for each domain to an insect tree. The Pfam annotations of Uniprot's reference proteomes are used as outgroups to determine domains that are not insect specific, so that every domain which has a hit in Uniprot outside insects is considered as ancient. Insect-specific domains are called novel and are divided into the age categories of 'recent' and 'new' novel domains, based on whether they are older than Drosophilaidae ('recent') or younger ('new', including domains that emerged at Drosophilidae node), see Fig. 2 . The restriction of novel domains to insects is ensured by a search of the HMM with PHMMER in NCBIs nonredundant database and HHBLITS in the Uniprot database.
The domain arrangement for each instance of a novel domain is inferred and domains are put into categories of only SDA, only MDA or in both. Domain instances that can occur in both types are put into category of both SDA (bSDA) when they occur in SDA or both MDA (bMDA) when they occur in MDA.
Ancient data sets construction
To analyse the properties of the recent and new domains, data sets of ancient protein domains were constructed. A domain is defined as ancient Pfam if it is found in each insect proteome of the data set and the outgroup. One data set is created per novel domain group (recent/SDA, recent/ bSDA, . . . , new/bMDA, new/MDA). For statistical support, each data set is sampled 10 000 time and with similar species and arrangement compositions to the novel domain group to which it belongs.
Ancient domain and novel domain properties were compared using WMW hypothesis tests based on the null hypothesis that they are both sampled from the same distribution. For categories with < 20 samples, a resampling using a Monte Carlo permutation procedure was applied to compute the P-value.
Structural properties
The fraction of disordered residues is computed with IUPRED [74] for the whole sequence of each protein that contains a novel domain. Only the domain sequence is afterwards extracted from the prediction and disorder content is compared between all domain classes, including ancient domain sets. Disordered residues that may fold upon binding are predicted using ANCHOR software [92] and compared between the domain classes. Alternatively, we also computed the mean disorder values per domain families for comparisons between classes.
Location on the gene structure 
Selection pressure
The selection pressure acting on novel domains and proteins that harbour novel domains is inferred using dN/dS ratio, or x value, and positions under positive selection, purifying selection or neutral evolution are distinguished. x is calculated for each gene family, inferred by the initial PROTEINORTHO clustering, that harbours a novel domain. MAFFT is used to calculate an MSA for each family, followed by finding the best-fit amino acid substitution model using PROTTEST [93] . A gene tree is calculated for each family with RAxML [94] . The SLR program [95] is used to infer the evolutionary pressure at each site in MSA (Reoptimize: 1; j: 2.0; x: 0.1) as indicated by the SLR output, while ignoring positions with low information content. All sites in the MSA are categorized based on their occurrence in a novel domain, ancient Pfam domain or protein sequence outside an annotated domain (Fig. 11) .
Additionally, the mean between pairwise dN/dS of the sequences of the different categories (novel, ancient, outside) were computed using the R package SEQINR and WMW tests were performed between distributions.
Origins of novel domains
Test for possible de novo emergence A statistical test is carried out to identify the possibility of de novo emergence using sequence similarity. The theory is that de novo emergence can be excluded as a source of a novel domain if it is a result of mutational changes of DNA sequence inside an ancient protein. The test statistic is based on similarity of a novel domain to sequences of insect species without that novel domain annotated. The Uniprot [90] database is scanned with all instances of the novel domains using HHBLITS. All Uniprot hits outside of the insect tree are discarded. Only the best hits for each novel domain that is annotated outside the branch of emergence of the novel domain is kept. The phylogenetic distance of each hit of a domain instance is inferred on the tree. All hits of a domain instance are based on the phylogenetic distance of the species to the branch of emergence.
A Spearman Rank Correlation test and BenjaminiHochberg [79] correction for multiple testing is used to identify domains where the age of a possible parental sequence is correlated with sequence similarity. The theory of de novo emergence would be rejected in those cases.
BLASTN search
A BLASTN search of all novel domain instances with standard parameters in the insect genomes is performed. The evalue of the hits and the number of potential domain instances which are missed by HMMER using a domain model are compared between all species and for each novel domain.
Sensitive BLASTN search of selected young domains BLASTN is used to search for possible parental sequences of novel domains. This analysis is restricted to domains that have presumably emerged within the Drosophilidae and have sister species in Drosophilidae which do not have the domain annotated. A sensitive BLASTN search (Wordsize: 7, Match: +2, Mismatch: À3, Gap open: -4, Gap extension: -2) of the domains versus the genomes of sister species is carried out. Simultaneously, a BLASTP search is done in the predicted proteomes of the target species. Species that have reliable (e-value < 0.1) hits in the proteome are thought to have the domain sequence annotated as a gene and are excluded from the BLASTN analysis. BLASTN hits of remaining species that meet our sensitive criteria (e-value < 10, query coverage > 50%) are manually checked. The genetic location of all potential donor sequences is inferred the genome browser at Flybase [96] and compared between the species. An MSA of 1000 nucleotides around the hit is constructed to compare sequences of species with an annotated novel domain and without and find specific changes that might be responsible for the transition between nondomain/domain or noncoding/coding.
Nucleotide domain models
Nucleotide HMMs of the novel domains are constructed to scan the genomes in a more sensitive way. Multiple whole genome alignments of all insect species are calculated using LASTZ alignment program as a basis for the nucleotide HMMs. In a second approach, local multiple genome alignments of the exonic parts of novel domains are used to construct HMMs. Drosophila melanogaster, Anopheles funestus and Harpegnathos saltator serve as representatives of the major insect groups and the appropriate target species are aligned to pairwise to a representative. The pairwise alignment of exonic domain sequence is added to an MSA and then transformed to HMMs. All species are scanned with the HMM models to find possible sequences from which novel domains evolved.
Transposable elements
The genetic region of each domain instance, that is, the genetic DNA sequence plus 20 kilo-bases up-and downstream, is searched for traces of TE using the Dfam database [81] .
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